~CREATIVE SELF-CARE FOR MOMS~
Sample Worksheet & Lesson
SESSION ONE/WEEK ONE~
(Each Session contains~ Theme, Hand-outs from workbook, Learning Focus, Journal

Writing Assignment, Inspirational Quote and/or Definition, Suggested Action for the
Week as well as optional, ONE 30 minute session via Zoom meeting with myself as
journaling coach at any time during the 3 week course)

Theme: Opening~
The focus of this session is OPENING to a creative connection with your journal
and to an understanding of the power of journaling to support your story of
self-care.
In this session you will have the opportunity to:
- Receive a Welcome letter & Staying in your window Agreement with link
to review my PowHERtalk keynote on Creative Journaling.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPF5Cs5C9Q8&t=2s
- Discover the value of connecting to self through journaling and develop an
easy, manageable and fun self-care routine.
- Explore the benefits of journaling for your mental, physical, emotional and
spiritual health as a mother.
- Learn or review, what a writing prompt is.
- Experience your first writing exercises, action challenge for the week for selfcare.
- Receive the following via email for Session 1/Week 1:
Your Creative Journal Part 1& 2,
Touchstones,
Image Journal prompts,
Journal Writing is Tuning Into your Story,
Health Benefits,
How does Writing Affect Your Brain,
Fill Your Bucket Self Care weekly check list.
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~CREATIVE SELF-CARE FOR MOMS~
Sample Worksheet & Lesson

YOUR CREATIVE JOURNAL ~
Have some fun and explore these possibilities…
The thing about Creative
Journaling is there is no right or
wrong way of doing it.
You might start with one kind of
journal. If it doesn’t work for you,
trade it for a different format, like
a coiled exercise notebook.
Decorate it with stickers or a
photograph that is meaningful to
you.
There are as many different ways to use your journal as there are different kinds of
journals to write in.
Really? Yes really.
It is what feels right for you. There are no rules. A great start is to go with a black
coil bound Sketchbook with NO LINES! You can write sideways, upside down or
paste things in it (meeting schedules, stickers, trip plans and souvenirs).You can
use felts, crayons, jiffy markers, pencils….use your imagination!
•
•
•
•

Scribbling
Colouring
Mind Map
Collage

•
•
•
•

Doodling
Lists
Diagram
One Image

All possibilities exist and now begin…
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~CREATIVE SELF-CARE FOR MOMS~
Sample Worksheet & Lesson

YOUR CREATIVE JOURNAL Part 2
Creative Journaling is not so much about technique but about making a decision to
discover and engage your creative muscles. Keeping a journal is about developing
a relationship with yourself, being open to discover a creative process and start a
practice of showing up and starting the page in front of you.
Creativity simplified is an act of supporting the self through awareness not
distraction, to make connections and generate solutions. It nourishes your heart,
body and soul.
Whatever creative mark or expression we make says, “I am here, I have
something to express.” For those in recovery, tapping into a process of journaling
can help to reduce stress greatly, increase tolerance with self and others, recover
lost interests, identify current needs and goals that improve and expand the quality
of our recovery.
Creative Journaling actively engages the two processes of Creativity:

1. thinking/connecting
2. producing/writing

To do the journal entry above, I spent 15 minutes. I used a blue pen, a journal with
no lines, a cut out from a mom/baby group, recyclable flower that my son had
“painted.” Result: Honoring a moment in my journey as a new parent.
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~CREATIVE SELF-CARE FOR MOMS~

Writing The Truth About Motherhood Was
The Ultimate Self-Care
https://postpartumprogress.com/writing-motherhood-self-care

by Michelle Woo | 1 comment
Today’s Warrior Mom guest post comes from Sammie Prescott.

By Sammie Prescott
Before motherhood, I always thought self-care was about physical care, not mental. I pictured
things like going to the salon, or taking a hot, silent bath. Back then, it really was amazing what a
fresh coat of nail polish, and 10 minutes of Adele could do for the psyche.
Things became different after having a baby. A trip to the nail salon left me anxious, uptight, and
nauseous. I had no time to take a bath, and I really didn’t want to sit in silence. As my mental
illness reached its climax, silence was scary.
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I knew I had to take care of myself, or I couldn’t take care of my son. But how? How does one
practice self-care when your whole world revolves around a baby? I did the typical Pinterest
search on “self-care for moms,” and came across suggestions such as “talk to a friend” or “go to
an animal shelter.” My stomach curled. I didn’t want to be anywhere near other people. The very
idea of stepping out of my comfort zone, or even putting on pants actually caused me to
experience the deepest, soul-clenching panic one could imagine. So I sat with my infant, and let
my depression and anxiety build into something massive. There were days when hours would
slip by and I wouldn’t move. My heart was heavy, while my head was messy. The darkness
pulled me in, but I let it. After a while, the drive to do anything was just gone.
As my life progressed, I decided — well, actually it was my husband who decided — that I
needed something. One day, it came to me. I opened my laptop and just started writing. I poured
out every emotion I could. I spared no shameful frustration, or dirty detail — and I mean dirty. I
talked about the diapers, the vomit, the tears, and everything in between.
Here’s a passage I wrote during those days.
“Sometimes I use my feelings of total failure and anxiety to clean my house. I harness the evil
for good, I suppose. I can’t always aggressively Swiffer, so when that doesn’t work, my mind
runs wild. I argue with myself about how we will fix the scary things in our life, and how I will
lose the weight. I worry about what dinner will be, and when the couch will get vacuumed.”
Last night was one of those nights. I was worried, scared, and felt like I had truly failed. My
group of mom friends had a rough day, and we took it out on one another. I feel like I failed as a
friend. Tater wouldn’t stop crying, and I didn’t know why… another feeling of failure, and to top
it all off, I forgot to cook dinner for B who was at work all day. That’s three “failures” on top of
the others that loom over me.
I cried.
(I firmly believe that the universe is an amazing place, in which everything happens for a reason)
I looked up on my Facebook to see the post that said “I haven’t failed, I just found 10,000 ways
that won’t work.” I laughed, said forget it! And proceeded to eat 400 Oreos and forget about my
anxieties for a second.”
After writing just for myself for a while, I decided to share one of these informal essays with the
ladies I had become close with on my Birth board. They all laughed, while encouraging me to
share more. I love the feeling of making people laugh. It’s almost soul-cleansing, knowing that
your words or actions can change a person’s mood. I felt like my essays were relatable. There
was no “perfect parent” talk, or showing off. It was all about real moments in my everyday life.
So every night, I carved out at least 30 minutes where I could spill everything I was feeling. The
more I wrote, the better I felt. My light was finally lit again, after being out for so long. I enjoyed
my quiet time, and sometimes I even wrote when my life wasn’t quiet at all.
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I decided to further share my words by starting a blog. I told myself that even if no one reads it,
at least this will make me feel OK.
With the blog started, I just let it flow. Every emotion poured out of me, in the snarky, humorous
way that I spoke. The more and more readers I got, the crazier it all got. The feedback was
warming my damaged soul. Even when the negative feedback came in, it still meant someone
was taking the time out of their day to read what I wrote.
Now, two years later writing is my safe space. I was lucky enough to be given a writing prompt
journal from my best friend. It’s filled with 300 questions, and space to answer them. They make
me dig deep into my emotions, and sometimes they make me laugh. I also journal, for when
writing a post, or filling in a prompt just aren’t doing it for me.
Self-care isn’t the same for everyone. You have to soul search to find out what works best for
you. It may take a few tries, but never get discouraged. Practicing self-care has made me a better
wife, a more patient mom, and truer version of myself.
Want to start writing as self-care? Here are my tips:







Find a space in your home where you can write consistently. This will be your grounding
zone. It’s a bit of stability in the forever unstable battle that is mental illness.
Carve out at least 15 minutes a day to write. I usually sit down in my reading corner after
my little person is fast asleep. Some days I need 15 minutes, some days I need an hour.
Get comfortable. Throw on those yoga pants, and wrap a soft blanket around you. I often
light a candle as well. The smell of sugar cookies seems to clear the mind, and makes my
bedroom smell less like toddler.
When it’s time for me to write, I sit down and enjoy a few minutes of quiet first. I let the
day leave my mind so I can give my full heart into what I’m doing.
Finally, let your mind go. Write what you feel, and feel what you write. With prompt
writing, I always take a few minutes to really read the prompt before I let the pen go.
With journaling, it spills out like water. Hold nothing back.
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